System T Immersive Audio

Mono

The total number of paths of a particular
format can be entered numerically when in
edit mode double tap on the relevant box

Change a path format by selecting the
radio button when in edit mode and
applying the changes

System T Immersive Audio

Total processing
mono equivalent
usage

Formatted path usage

Navigation against the
extended format options is
via the left and right arrows

The format of each path is
shown when the path type
section is opened

Changes will not be applied
until the press and hold
“apply” actions is used

To make changes, edit
mode must be enabled

5.1.4

Stereo

7.1.4

7.1.2

5.1

4.0.4

7.1

The input stage provides endfire,
invert and rotate tools to accurately
decode the signal based on the
position and orientation of the
microphone.

Input signal format selection.
The routing key displays Ambisonics
channel mapping.

Zoom and tilt provide creative
output tools. Tilt link locks the
relative offset (originally 180)
between front and rear tilt, until
the end stop is reached when
the offset is collapsed.

Enables in-phase decoding, allowing
the output to be downmixed without
phase cancellation.

Mic Type

A Format

Enable centre channel only applies to output
formats with a centre speaker, e.g.5.x (.y) and
7.x(.y), it provides the ability to not have the
transcoder feed the centre speaker leaving a
spatial gap in the ambient signal for increased
intelligibility of dialogue if required.

B-Format

Speaker positions allow you to
move the position of the virtual
speakers used in the decoder.

End Five

Invert

Rotate (360º)

Zoom 100%

Tilt (±90º)

Multi-Speaker
Transcoder

Front

Front Width

Rear

Rear Width
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Convert
1st Order
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